“Chief” Full Detail
Starting at $265

(Save $70 or more over separate Interior and Exterior Services!)

WASH & DRY
Vehicle is washed with automotive-specific shampoo with wax to
safely remove dirt and grime without causing additional micro
scratching and marring, then dried with microfiber drying towels
and compressed air.
DOORJAMB AND FUEL FILL
These dirt-prone areas are cleaned hinges and latches are lubricated
for smooth operation and rust protection.
WHEELS CLEANED
Wheel surfaces are cleaned to remove tough baked on brake dust
and road grime that can lead to damage to polished areas.
TIRE DRESSING
Tires & Wheel wells are cleaned and dressed to a deep black luster
with a silicone and solvent free dressing that is approved by all tire
manufactures.
PLASTIC & RUBBER TRIM DRESSING
All exterior plastic and rubber moldings and trim is cleaned and
UV protected with a dressing.
MACHINE POLISH / PAINT CORRECTION (CUT & POLISH) A
multi-function polishing compound is applied with a machine
polisher for outstanding results. Up to 80% of swirl marks, light
scratches and marring are removed to a huge difference in paint
clarity, gloss and depth. See www.FirehouseDetail.com for more
information. A layer of wax is left behind and is
then topped with a synthetic sealant for up to 3 months* of
protection. A durable longlasting sealant for up to 6-8 months’
protection* is available for $50. Or move up to a premium ceramic

infused semi-permanent coating! Contact us for a quote and more
information!
*with proper post-detail care and wash methods.

THOROUGH VACUUMING
Complete interior is vacuumed to remove loose dirt and debris.
FLOOR MATS CLEANED
Floor mats are removed and thoroughly cleaned to remove most
stains, ground in dirt, allergens and bacteria.
CARPETS STEAM CLEANED / EXTRACTED
All carpeting is pre-treated and then cleaned with either a "dry"
foaming shampoo or a hot water extractor (aka steam cleaner) is
used to pull deep soil, stains, and bacteria from carpeting.
INTERIOR UV PROTECT AND DRESSING
All interior surfaces are cleaned and a UV protectant dressing is
applied. It leaves your interior looking fresh with a nongreasy look and feel.
STEAM-VAPOR CLEAN
A high temp, high-pressure steam is used to clean and disinfect all of
the tightest
nooks and crannies around your interior. Dash vents are cleaned and
the stickiest of spills are removed.
SEATS AND UPHOLSTERY
Seats and upholstery are cleaned for to remove ground in dirt,
allergens, bacteria and odors. Leather surfaces are cleaned and
conditioned with automotive specific leather care products to
remove rubbed in body oils and allergens. Suppleness is restored and
conditioning oils are absorbed into leather.
HEADLINER SPOT-CLEAN
Random pen marks and dirty fingerprints are removed gently to
prevent damage to the fragile headliner materials used today.
GLASS CLEANED INSIDE AND OUT
All glass is thoroughly cleaned inside and out, including mirrors. On
exterior glass and mirrors, a cleaner with a water repellant component
is used.

